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Quilts galore at Taupō Museum 
  

Taupō Museum has it covered when it comes to keeping quilt lovers entertained and inspired during July 

and August.  

 

In conjunction with the Taupō Symposium 2013 Fabric Art Festival in July, the museum will display four exhibitions 

featuring a variety of quilt works from an internationally acclaimed quilter, local and national fibre artists and quilts 

made by local teens. 

 

In the main gallery, acclaimed American quilt artist and symposium tutor Gwen Marston will be showing her 

exhibition ’37 Sketches’.  Marston has published a book titled 37 Sketches which explores her new works that are 

built on the idea of exploring the elements of design by constructing small studies. The works on display are artfully 

designed abstract compositions worked primarily in solid colours.  

 

The Niven Room will host ‘My Place’, an exhibition by fibre group Unlimited Expressions who encourage individual 

expression through the use of an extensive range of fibres.  Each individual in the group works on their own 

projects which may include papermaking, fabric, weaving, felting, embroidery, quilting, painting or dyeing. A diverse 

range of techniques and materials helps to foster the creativity and originality the group are renowned for. 

 

The museum foyer will make way for the ‘Red 12 x 12 Challenge’, an exhibition by members of Aotearoa Quilters.   

The brief for this challenge required members to think red: fire engines, hearts, lust, red roses, even red marks on 

school work.   These 300mm x 300mm quilts will be for sale and make an affordable memento to take home from 

the Taupō Symposium. 

 

Museum staff are also delighted to be displaying three beautiful quilts created by Turangi teens under the guidance 

and tuition of Gendi Te Keepa.  The exhibition is called ‘Me Te Tapa Harakeke: like the edge of a flax leaf’. The 

three girls were taken through the entire process of quilt making from the selection of fabrics, laundering, ironing, 

measuring and use of cutting and sewing machines.  Inspiration for the themes of the quilts came from the girls’ 

whanau who worked alongside them to complete their projects.   

 

For full details of the Taupō Symposium and accompanying exhibitions, go to www.taupo.govt.nz. The Taupo 

Museum is open daily from 10.00am until 4.30pm and entry is free for locals with proof of residence.   

 

The exhibition dates are: 

37 Sketches, 13 July–14 August 

My Place, 13 July–6 August 

Aotearoa Quilters ‘Red Quilts’, 10 July–6 August 



Me Te Tapa Harakeke: like the edge of a flax leaf, 10 July–14 August 
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